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THE PROBLliM MID THE VARIOUS THEORIES O!~ Sl'llIAL Lt:ARNING 
1.1 thottp considerable research bas been done on serial learning from 
the viewpoint of positional advantages, too little study has been made from 
the ,ri01lpOint of the errors which occurred in serial learning. The several 
studies made on the problem have rather inconsistent results and tbe problem 
is wide open to fUrther inveotigations in order to discover the general 
nature ot errors and their causes. 
'1'b.e present experiment is a study of the nature of. elTOrtJ made by 
children in serial. learning. What are the curves of serial learning of 
children? \'ihere do the greatest and smallest number of errors occur? More-
over how are children 11ke and unlike adults in serial leaming with the 
Sa."I1C and the di£f'erent materials under the same and different oondi tions? 
Do the curves of learning of children difter or resemble those of adults? 
Do children cowd t more errors than aciJ.l ts? Wbat are some probable causes 
for the s:i.:milarity and diasim1larity between children and adults? Doell in-
telligence ha'l7e anything to do with the phenomena in serial learning? Is 
chronological age an influential factor in serial lee.rnill&"l What differenoe 
does sex make? J!\1rtJ.larmore. what are some causes of errors made in serial 
learning? A:re the causes discovered in this exper1ment different frOM those 
found by others? Jnd, if the,. are J in what ways? The answers to these 
1", 
questions are expeoted to be given in this study. 
.. 
There is no doubt among the experimentalists about the existence ot 
primacy and finallty, although they do not appear in some studies. But the 
psychologists do not agree ooncerning the conditions whicb oause pr1.aacT 
and finality. Hull1 believed that pM.ma01' and finality are due to so-called 
f1 remote axe! tatory tendeneles".. McGeooh S1ll'lUl8riaes Hull's hypothesls in 
this way: 
On the baais of the fa.ots of remote association, llUll 
postulateo remote axel tatory tendenoies, underlain by stimulus 
traces I ex1iendingtorwa:rd fl"Ol'li each syllable in a series to each 
la':er syllable. These remote exeitato17 tendencies have the 
eharaeteristics of trace conditioned responses and are held in 
check by inbibi tiona Vhleh tend to keep the spatially remote 
responses from appea.rin.g too lOOn. The total 8J!lOUnt of 1nhibi tion 
is g1ven bl the m.tmber of reraote assooiations (remote excit&t.o:ry 
tAmdeneles) spanning a g:l.wn item, which 1s to say that an item 
w1ll be inh1~lted in p~on to the number of associations 
spanning it. ' 
According to this hypothesis the greatest amount of inhibi tiona 
should tiU in the middle item and the items at both ends of the list should 
be free trom an inhibition and therefore, easier to learn. 
Woodworth and Poffenberger3 postulated another theory similar to 
Hull's I namely the theory of "pro-act! VB and retro-acti ve inhibition". The 
pro-act1.w inhibition is the interference effect or the r.t.rst item learned 
upon the .following 1 teme I and retro-acU ve inh1b1 tion, the interference 
2. 
effect of tbe last item learned upon the preceding items. An item has greater 
3., 
pro-active or retro-aetive 1nb:1.bition upon the anjaeent items than the remote 
• 
ones. The first item is :free froT" all pro-active inhibition. and the last, 
. 
from all retro-e.ctive inhibition. The middl.e items ill the lists must bave 
the most errors.. This hypothosis is supported by Foucault. 
1rlelch and Burnett believed that the primacy effect is due to rehearsal 
i.e. the subjects rehearse the earlier items when the later items were pre-
sented. Drown and Robinson, however, opposed the rehearsal theory because 
they claimed tJ'k"lt the subjects woul.d not have time for reheltrSal sinee the 
materials were presented in a fairly high speed. Dl'!ow seems to main:tain 
that the primacy effect is a function of controlled recall. i.e. the first 
item reminds the subjects to recall the following; one. 
4 \·1.. O. F. Kl"tleger claimed that the direction of attention is the de-
terminir:g factor for primae,. effect.. In his e;qK~riment the subjects .. 
seven't7-two pndergr8.duntes who hf.d little or no training in psychology, 
were instructed to manorlze lists of paired associates. 'tach list contained 
twelve pairs of logically 'Il!ll'elated noo.ns. In order to facilitate the 
direction of attention, the pairs Of WOTCS were underlined in blaelc or red. 
One he~f of the lists had the first tlu'ee and the last three pairs undeJ:'!ooo 
lined in red; while the middle six pairs of the associates i'iere underlined 
in black. For the other half of the lists the order of marking lITas re-
versed. Krueger found that "directed attention brin€s about more ecotlOOl7' in 
learning than non-dL,cted effort. This holds trne .for serial and non-serial. 
materials_·S' t'1oreover, "directed attention facilitates the leaming of the 
.. 
Flaterial attended to, irr.peotl':e of its serial pOSition within the unit 
6 • during the learning process.- Since the conscious direction of attention 
racill tated learninc, fewer errors have been made. 
In Matsukuma's experiment twen~three out of fit'ty subjects 
directed g!'<":ater a.ttention to the first part, although no i:nstl"'llctiolt 
wns giV'en concerning the distribution of attention. Thus he concluded. 
"Such favorable set toward the beli,tirming part of the lists. which wu 
taken by nearly a tlalt of the subjects see.Yited to be the major .factor of 
the primacy effect rather than rehearsal." 7 
The causes or condit:i.ons for the phenomena of P%'l.mac7 'and recency 
remain contro"Vers:ial issues. Since the present exper1ment is intended to 
investi{;ate the nature of errors., the oauses of the primacy and :recency 
will also be studied. 
6. Ibld. 
7. Kiyn8h' Matsukuma, The NatUl"G ofgrron in Serial Leaminf" 
Master's Thesis, Loyola tliitTersity, Chioago, tlDiiols, 19~. p. 35. 
• 
PrLEVIOUS Dr.lES'l'IGA'l'IOl'Je 
In 188S, H~ Ebbinghaus. introduced a systematic method to study 
human lea:rn1ng. Since that time the process of learning bas been investigated 
most intensively in the field of' experimental psyebolog,r. The serial 
phenoIl".ena, however, ca:~ to the attention of the e~tal1sts eveD befoN 
Ebbinghaus t time, but tonml studies _re ll1Iilde only afterwards. 
The earlier investigators focUsed their attention on the positional 
advantages alone, and the nature of errors in serial le8rning was somewhat 
neglected. The finding of serial advantages alone WP-S thought to be useful 
in the field of education. 
In 1694, J. Bighaml made a formal study on the errors in serial 
learning. The materials used by him. were lists of digits" nonsense 
syllables, diaeonnected worciG, colors and geometrical figures. Tbey ware 
presented to six subjects visually and auditorily only once. Arter each 
presentation the subjects were asked to lvrlte down the recalled iter-B. 
Bigham clasSified the errors into three categories, i.e. misplacement, 
Ol!'tission and Italien· errors. '.t'be results of this experiment ,.rere: 
1) the combined_ er.rors of three categories after an interVal of two seconds 
were te."l percent for DIDltbers, 34.4 per cent :tor words, and 49.2 per cent 
-
1., J. Blgb.aa, ~, Psychological Review, Vol. I, 1891.1., pp. 45,;..461. 
C:; .. 
.:for nonsense syllablesJ 2) the average misplacement errors in three 
• 
diffarent intervals (two, ten and thirty seconds) 'Were seven per cent for 
rlU1"llhers, ~. 7 per cent for words, and h.) per cent for nonsense syllables. 
The most r1isplacement errors ''1ore found in numbers and the few'"est in 
nonsense s!r~1.ables; 3) the total average forgetting in three intervals 
W.3S 1.6 per cent rOT numbers, 29.9 par oent for llOrds and 43.2 per cent 
for nonsense syllables; L.) the nallen" '!!espouses after tt.1O seoond; in-
\ 
terva,l: liere 0.4 per cen~' for words and 1.0 pi.:r cent for nO:lse~ syllables. 
ErrorS for numberawere notTeco~ 
2 T.MlLE I 
P!~CENTA.GE OF ERRORS AFr1nl NO SEOON'PS 
s!~.n. ORDER 1 2 :; h 5 6 7 8 9 lC 
Misplacem.exrt 2.5 7.5 11.1 12.5 15.7 12.1 10.8 11.3 6.3 2.( 
Forgetting 5.8 ll.:; 15.0 23.8 24.0 14.6 23.8 14.6 12.1 6.": 
Alien 3.3 1.3 1.1 2.1 1.3 .4 .B 1.3 .8 .~ 
Two years lakr ~,j. G. Smi~ c,)n<iucted an ~er1ment s:iJrdJar to that 
of Bigham. In this e~er1ment only nonsense sylla.bles were used. The eight 
Bubjects read aloud the syllables one after another and wrote down the re-
called ODeS. Smith found the misplacement errors were 3.5 per cent and 
... 
2. Ibid. p~ 4S7. 
3. 'tl. G. Smith, !he Plae!, o~ ~tiop in Memorz, Psycholor;ioal Review, 
Vol. III, 18~, wi 21-J2_ 
7. 
"allen" responses were 17 per cent. These figures are contrary to the results 
obtained by Bigham and many others, because most experiments show tit! pel"-
centac;e of misplacement errors to be web hi~r than that of "alien" 
reopons ... 
In 1933 and 1934, M. B. Mitchell of Yale University, under the 
direction of E. Robinson, used lists of ten tbree-place DWIlbers presented 
visually with tbe anticipation method to five undergraduates and siX 
graduate students from departments other than psychology to determine the 
various types of eXTOl'S that OCO'Ul" in memorisation of lists of three place 
numbers and the i':reqw:moy of this oecur,rence and also to stud)" the "place-
skipping- phenomena in serial. le am.1ng. 4 An error was recorded when a 
subject made no verbal response or could not glve three d1g1ts in their cor-
rect order. Table n shows the total results of plac .... skipping errors. 
smIAL ORDFR 
St1mulus 
Aspect 
Response 
Aspect 
• 
1 
~o. 103 26 49 
% 13 J 6 
No.. 20 b6 60 
~ :; 6 6 
4 
74 
9 
96 
12 
6 
81 75 
10 9 
9! 101 
12 13 
7 6 
us 93 
16 12 
97 113 
12 1h 
9 10 
101 61 
13 8 
70 lOS 
9 13 
The errors most fr8quentl7 occurred in the seventh, ninth and first 
=. 
0". 
position in the stimulus aspect, and in the eighth, tenth, and sixtb position 
in the response aspect.. The l"eason for the greater frequency of errOrs in 
the first position in the stimulus aspect and til the lust posi tiOll in the 
response aspeet, aecording to Mi tobell, is that "the subjects usually learned 
the first ll'Ilmber of the list most easUy:. l.'beyoften gave it in the tenth 
posit1on.n6 However, the "incorrect" response had a somewhat different 
picture •. 
TABLE III7 
PERCENTAGE OF DrCCJtRECT RE8pm5ES BY rosMON 
1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 
Per cent 
Rank 
as.3 86.1 87.9 
12:3 
90 91.4 92.2 91.1 93.3 92.7 89.9 
S 6 8 7 10 9 4 
lt1mul.us aspect in the Table indicates the results ·of leam1ng during 
the presentation of the materials and response aspect indicates the 
results of recall of the presented materials. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid. 
TABLF IVB 
SHOhlING FOR !c.4.CH CONDITION THE NUM'.:!m AND PRP.CENTAGE DF ~S 
MA DE BY ALL SUBJECTS IN ALL LISTS 'OO'Rn:ra ALL CYCLES 
NUMBER OF DIGIT TOTAL 
0 1 2 ) 
ll262 1202 680 1931 15,081 
74.7 8 4.> 12.8 Ho. ~ 
n ll092 1341 ~S2 1926 15,011 7:3.9 8.9 4., 12.8 
'1'tms Mitchell discovered tha.t the mos t frequent type of ~rrors in 
learning lists of ten three-place numbers is to give no ~rbal response, 
that 1s1 a ().digit response. The J..digit response holds a distant second 
place with the l-digit response r81'lldng th1rd and the 2-digi t response 
leut frequent of aU. 
Woodworth and POffenberger used ten digS. ts in studJing the sane 
problem. ~h list was presented aud! \orny to a group of tvent:?'-s1x 
sub3ects and they were required to 111":1 te dow the pnsented list. The 
HSul ts are lUJm'Ulrised. in Table V .. 
TABLE vl° 
P1!llCENTAOE OF mnORS IN EACH SJ:1tIAL POSITIa~ 
SERIAL Orm11.R 1 2 4 7 9 10 
1 10 17 23 27 19 13 2 
-
3. M1 tchell, Errors 1n Memorisation of NumberS. p. 2. 
9. . In condition A, S was given the direct su,uestion before the experi ... 
, JBent that he would not be able to remember the first list after leern1ng 
; the second list, and in condition fl, he was given the direct suggestion tba 
be would be able to rememher the first list after learning the second list. 
lO. R. B. Woodvorth and A. T. Poffenberger) Textbook of ~.r1mental P!l"' 
SholoSb Y:imeog. edt New York, 1920, pp. 'It:'2. I , 
-
The table showa that the most freQ.uent errors o,:;eurred in the 
:dddle of the list and least errors occurred at the two ends. 
o. B. Welch and c. T. Durnett used nonsense syllables cOl'l'posed of 
consonants. The lists were presented to twent,t.six subjects on a tacbistoscopt 
and the recalled syllables wre w:ritten down by the subjects after eaob 
presentation. The least errors were made in, the last post tionS as abown in 
the follow1ng table. 
p~"RCmrrAGE OF INCORRECT RECALL 
SErIAL ORDF.R 1 4 6 7 6 
87 71.2 
In M. 'S. Brqwnls experl.."ttent the phEmOIlJill1a of recency revealed 1n 
Welch and Burnett' s e~er11'llent was reversed and the last poei tions did not 
show any 1't.I<re distinctive advantages tlum. the middle ooes. l2 
In 1928, H. Foucault studied tho primacy and :recenc;y. The 
sub3ects were a bunrlred cb1ldren, age:', ten to fourteen. The materials used 
wre lists 01' three, four, five, six, and seven words. He discovered tbat 
the mmlber ot error. or forgotten first and last Items in the lists are 
Proportionate to the length ot the lists. 'rhe toll.owing table showa the 
tract results. 
-
~roMBt~ OF FIRST J\rm LAST ITI::HS FORGO'l"rErr n: 1,1S'1'3 • 
6 7 
-
First Items Forgotten 
L1ST I terns Forgotten 
2 
2 
12 
9 
26 
39 
37 
34 
41 
33 
In 1949, K. Mats1.1lmma condncted an experiment: 1) to examine the 
controversial issue of primaOJ' OVal' f1nal1ty from tlx1 subjeot's intra-
specU".rs data. l1./. 'l'wenty-fiw male and twent,-five female college students 
served as subjects. The raterials used were numbers, digits, and dis-
connected words.· Each list was printed on a card and presented to each 
individual. subject, with. instru.ctions to read it. over and recite it in the 
orig:1na1 order. The experimenter scored t..'le results. 'l'he errors were 
classified into four categories: 1) incorrect response.. 2) misplacement 
errors, 3) repetition er.ros and 4) Italien" responses. The follow:1.ng 
three tables show tbe total incorrect responses of all subjects for all 
aaterl81s. 
-
H. Foucault. Les Inhibitions Internes de Fixation! Annee Ps:rcho1of:'3, 
Vol. 29, 192B, fie !bO. . . -
nJOShe Matsukunla, '!'be Nature of Errors in Serial Learni!lJl1 Mastert s 
'1'heels, Loyola Un1'V~rsit7' , ChIcago, Illinois, 191:.9, p. 8. 
ll. 
12. 
TABLE VIII15 
• 
FREQUENCY AND pVRCENTAGE fJF INCOPRECT R.ESPONSES ... Na:1SENSE SYUJJ3LES 
. 
SERI.Al. oonm 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 
-. 
-
,sy1. Freq. 8 29 6, 106 79 
LiSts % 5.3 19.3 4.3.) 70.6 52.7 
1 Syl. F'req. 10 29 8.3 12, 134 129 109 
Lists ~ 6.7 19.' ".3 83.3 89.3 86 72.7 
TABLE n 16 
FR.EQtJJSNCY AIID PElWRN'rAGE OF If1COmmCT HESl'OI:JSES - DISOO1lNECTED HORDS 
SNtIPL O?Dm 1 2 3 4 , 6 7 8 
6 Word Freq. 0 14 2u 8L 93 67 
Lists $ 0 9.3 16 ,6 62 hh.7 
-6 'Hard F~q. S 10 20 67 , 110 125 107 83 
Lists % 3.3 6.7 18.3 L4.1 73.' 83.3 71.3 55.3 
, 11 
TABLE X 
FREQUEJO! MID PmCEN'l'AGE OF INCOORECT ERROOS - DIGIT 
-
SERIAL ormm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
6 Digit (ireq. 0 0 3 10 25 34 .40 16 
Uata ~ 0 0 2 6.7 16.7 22.7 26.7 10.7 
10 Digit Freq. 6 6 9 15 49 71 77 91 77 32 I4Ita % 4 5.3 6 10 32.7 47.3 51.3 60.7 51.3 21.3 
.... 
lS~ Ibid. p. 14. 16. :n>1d. 1,. Ibid. p. 15. la. Ibid. p. 37 
... 
Thus Matsukuma concluded. 
Regardless of the varlety of leami .. '''lg materials, the 
incorrect responses were l~.rest at the first serial position. In the 
long lists the effect of primacy was usually extended over tb.e first 
few serial positions. 
in scope. 
The finality effect was evident but it was much more limited 
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• 
CHAPTFR In 
THE PliOCEDURE 
A. Subjects 
The subjects chosen for this experiment vJere sixty children. There 
were thirty boys and thirty girls, selected from five grades, i.e. from 
fourth through eighth grade. Their ages ranged from nine to thirteen years. 
Six boys and six girls were selected from each grade making a tQtal of thirty 
boys and thirty girls. Since the relationship between intelligence and 
learning was to be studied, there was a selection of children according to 
intelligence quotients also. There was an attempt to secure the same number 
children in each of three groups, the low, mediwn, and the high group. There 
were twenty persor.s in each smaller group, mad.e up of two boys and girls 
taken from each of the five grades. The twenty children who constituted the 
high intelligence group had an average I.CI. of U9 with S.D. 7.75. The 't'vo=.n .... ·lrl 
who made up the medium group had an average 1.0. of 10).5 with S.D. 9.04, 
whereas the twenty in the low group had an average I.Q. of 88.6 with S.D. 
W, shall call the high group the A-group, the medium group the B-group, and 
the low group the C-group. Group A was 15.5 points higher than Group B and 
the S.E. of this difference is 2.65,. Group B was 14.9 points higher than Group 
O. and the S.E. of this difference is 2.b2. From these figures vIe see that 
the groups taken as a whole were very significantJ.y different from each other 
1n l"egard to the intelligence quotients. Since the children, the younger ones 
in particular, could not fully understand the process of serial learning, the 
PIIIp-e of the experiment was not revealed to any of them. 
14. 
B. HATTRU.LS 
The material.s usee in the present eXperiment are. digits, letters, 
colors, geometrlcal figures, and pictures pr1.'1ted on cards. The digits 
have bee."l copied from Matsukuma to compare the results of the same materials 
used by college students and children while the colors, geon16trioal figures 
and pictures were prepared by the experimenter. 
!±ists 2!l diets: 
tbe lists of dig! ts copied from }1atsukuma are three lists of eight 
digits and three lists of ten digits. 
The lists of eight digits aret .) 3 8 6 ~ 9 1 ;> 1J b) 7 4 9 ~ 8 
1 5 3J c) 8 1 7 9 3 5 ~ 6. 
The lists of ten digits area Il) 2 7 3 1 4 6 9 5 8 3, b) 4 2 8 1 
, 9 6 3 5 7, c) 9 4 2 1 3 ;> 9 6 1 8. 
Letters. 
of 
Lists used are/two d1tferent lengths, one containing seven letters 
and the other ten letters. 
The lists of seven letters arel .) b b r u mg eJ b) res f 1 e gl 
0) 1. g v j z m k. 
the lists of ten letters are. a) q t p n v b i 1 t rJ b) m r 1 8 
d 3 0 v b En c) s m c k prj t g b. 
The letters were selected at random from the alphabet. No 
alPhabetical order can be found in the lists, thus ellminating the ad-
YIIltag. of previous learning and they vere constructed in such a vay that 
-- -aningful word could be associated. In sbort, the lists of letters 
.. Il&de as meaningless as possible. 
Colors. 
-- • 
The colors selected are eight, i.e. brown, vhi te, r;ink, green, 
. 
black, blue, red, and yellow. Only common colors are used, so that the 
children will have no ditfieul ty in recognizing them or pronouncing them. 
Special attention was given in arranging the colors so that no custol'l'Ary 
order appears • 
.All the colors are cut from colored paper alld pasted on white 
cards of 3 x , size, and each color occupies one-half a square inch of 
area. 
There are two sets of coloTs on 'I;.wo cards. The first set con-
ta1ns five colors, (from left to right): red, yellow, green, white and 
black. The second set consists of seYen colors, i.e. brown, white, 
pink, green, black, blue,and red. 
~ometrioal Fis;ures,! 
Only OOllmon geometrioal figues were selected so that even the 
ch11dren of the fourth grade could have no diffic-ul ty in naming them. The 
t:l.gures are seven in number: nemely, star, line, circle, triangle, cross, 
Iq\W'e and point. 
Two sets were made out of these sewn geometrical tigu.res. One 
let consists of five figures in the following order: triangle, point, 
cS.role, aq,uare, and. line. The other set conaists of seven figures in a 
dUterent orden star, ll.ne, circle, triangle, cross, square, and point. 
The order of figures are so arranged tb..1tt s1milar ones are 
lIparated by the dissimUar ones, so as to avoid the disadvantage of the 
hb\t4t1on for SO¥!'le and the advantage of association for others. 
Pictures: 
.. 
Sinee the older children possess a be~ter reading ability, reoog-
nition of words are much euier for them than for the younger ones. Di .... 
C()lll1$cted pictures instead of' disconnected 'tiords were used in the experi-
ment in order to give every subject a more equal chance. The pictures 
were cut from McMurrT a and Kinaf SRA non-verbal tests and pasted on 
8 x .5 cards. Fourteen pictures were selected and divided into two groups. 
The first group consists of living beings, including pl.anta, fish, 
birds, and maamals. A human being is purposely excluded to avoid the 
greater familiarity, because it possesses a stronger assooiative nature. 
The other objects have approximately equal familiarity for all the 
subjects. The first group has five pictures in the follow1ng order. tree, 
dog, turke)", rabbit, fiah, and squirrel" 
The second group of pictures oonsists of ordinary household 
articles familiar to every chUd. They' are eight in number illustrated 
in the following orden l.ook, lamp, scissors, fan, comb, ring, penoil, 
8~er, and chair. 
'l'be order of the objects in both groups WU cueMl)" arranged 
10 aa to avoid associative value, thus the order is constant and the 
lII'OCe8s of serial learning can be better studied. 
In Most previous studies on serial leaming the nonsense qllables 
... used.: They were also tried in the present exps1"iment, but the 
eId.l.dren, even those of the eighth grade, were not able to pronounce 
Robert N. Mc!1urry, and Joseph E. King, SRA NON-VElmAL FORM 
Science R'essarah Assooia.tes, 228 South ,-.rehash ~venue; &ago, nlino1s. 
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them. If they had to spell them. the meaning of the nonsense syllables 
• 
would be lost. Tberefore, letters have been f>Ubstituted for them. 
C. Actual Procedure 
The e~r1mGnt was conducted in a quiet room. with doors and 
windows closed to prevent distractton. The ~er1mentel' and the Subject 
sat at the same desk with the Subject at the lett band, and the F.:xperi.1l8nter 
at the right. Thus the directions of their sight formed a ninety degree 
angle so that the experimenter could watch the movements of the subject 
\dthout dist.urbing him while recording tbe responses. 
The whole experiment consists of three periods: 
1. General question period: The purpose of 1:..'li8 period is to 
acquaint the subject with t..be experimenter and the atmosphere of the 
ai tuatioo, thus avoiding undue tension or emot:lonal disturbances later. 
'the experimenter explained to each subject that the expe:riment bad nothing 
to do with his or her personal affairs,. and the purpose is merely to 
study how children learn. Several questions were asked, so that t..be 
answers to them might contribute to the better interpretation of the data 
ad consequently the process of serial learrdng. The questions asked are. 
the child's ag ... , speed of reading, &bill ty in mathematics, memorization, and 
Pl"Oblem solving. All the questions, excluding age, are answered in terms 
of above average, aver&l:;."8, and below average, unless in oases of extra-
tN1nary abUi ty or disabi11 ty, which were speoified. 
2. The period of experiment 
In this period the m:periment was actually conduoted • 
.... OII the SUbjects are chUdren, most of them are not able to UDderstand 
the instruction by reading it. Therefore the procedure was explained and 
.. 
illustrated to them by the expel'imenterl 
When I say "Ready?tl answcr ttreadY" if you are ready. 
~n I shall say tlplease". ~lhen you hear me say "pleas(ft, turn 
the top card over, and start to read wbat is on the card im-
mediately from left to right. Do not read too fast or too slowly. 
Read like this (the Experimenter shows the speed of rending -
little less than a ,~cond per item). If they are numbers, 
read them. separately.. If they are letters, do not tJ7' to pro-
nounce them, but spell them. If they are figures" colors, or 
pictures, na~ them. After you have finished reading a card, 
put it down :bLl'!Iediately. Then start to recite to me what Y':>U 
have just read on the oard, in original order ,namely "ran the 
first item to the last one. If you forget any, say so; and 
tell me what you knOW'. Understand? Any questions? 
Only after the experimenter was convinced the subject understood 
the instwction perfectJ.y, and knew exactly what to do, did the actual 
experiment begin. The Exper1menter~:.d.d "Ready" and Please", signals 
eJq)lained previo'lsl.y. Then he recorded all the responses of the subject 
em ready prepared sheets. Occasionally the subjects were warned aot to 
read too fast or too slowly. The subjects were also asked to locate the 
responses, the last ones in particular, if they themselves did not 
aped!y the positions. The interval between the completion of the card 
cd the t-eginning of the next is a. period of approxi;<'ately three seconds. 
t'be total time of fifteen intervals including the last one is about 
tort,.-five seconds for each subject. The interval between the completion 
of reading a list and the beginning of reciting the sao'lle is about one 
lid a half secondsJ the total time for intervals is about 22.5 seconds 
per SUbject. The subjects could not reoall all the items that they bad 
'-d on the cards. In most cues more time was consumed for rec1 taMon 
... tor rGading, as the majority of the students had to struggle to re-
call the items winch were read. .. 
3. The pnriod of introspection: 
Since the subjects do not kno'iJ how to introspect, soveral 
questions connected with the possible causes of the phenomena in serial 
learnine: were asked by the experimenter. The following is a list of the 
questions asked. 
1. Did you try to group items when readinG them? That is" 
did you try to eOlnbine the first fev items, the middle ones I 
or the last ones, in order to make them easier to remem~;er? 
2. Did you pay more attention to any particular part of the 
1:1 sts vloon you were reating them? For instance, the first 
part, the rr.iddle part, or the last pa:rt? Did you pay more 
attention to the last part then the first part, or more 
attention to the first part than to the last part? 
3. When you were reading or reciting one part of the lists 
did allY items of any other parts come to your mind? 
20. 
4. Did you try to associate the items with sometting else that you 
knew to make it easier to remember? Didyou try to associate the 
items within a list? 
5. When you saw the items, pictures, colors, figures, letters 
or nu.."I1bers, did they remind you of sonethinc familiar to 
you, like the color of your dress, or pictures that you had 
seen in cartoons, etc.? 
6. Did ~,7OU try to get the general pattern of the lists before 
you started to read or did you take a look at the whole 
list at'ld then start to read from libe first item? 
7. libat is your favorite oolor? 
8. 'Mob list was the easiest to remember? 'Whioh was the 
most difficult? Whioh vas the second easiest? And 
the next? 
21. 
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TABLE XIII 
... 
FRF.QUENCY AND PERanrrAOE OF INCORRF..cT RESPO::Sl!.:S - rotORS1 
~ 
SERIAL ORDm 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 MAL 
SEVEN eOLOl'S freq. 6 $ 11 31 ~ 44 21 150 
LIST :c 10 8., 18 • .3 Sl.7 $.3 • .3 7.3.3 35 
TABLE XIV 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPQr:ISES .. 
GEOMETRICAL FIGURES 
-
. 
SERIAL ORDm 1 2 ;) 4 5 6 7 TOTAL 
Five F'req- 1 .5 9 8 4 37 Figures % ... 7 8 • .3 lS 1.3.3 6.7 List 
Seven Freq. 3 9 18 37 42 44 29 182 
Figures % $ 15 30 61.1 70 73_3 48.3 11.t 
1'ABLE IV , 
FREQUENCY AND PFR CEl'JTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPONS.ES - PICTURES 
-~mIAL OnDER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 rt'OTAL 
Six Freq. 1 
.3 16 27 24 18 ·89 Pictures 
~1st % 1.7 .5 26.7 45 40 30 , 
r. B:lght .. 51 55 52 50 28L. Freq. 2 12 31 P1ctures , 
bUt % ).3 .20 $1.7 85 91.7 86.7 83 • .3 $1.7 
"- The list of five colors was too easy for the subjects and the results 
have no significance, therefore, they have been omitted. 
i-l;. 
2S. 
TAm.E XVI 
• 
FREQUElte! A.lfl) PE'RCENTAGE OF DISPLACDDmT tmROPS .. DIGIT 
~ 
smUL OmER 1 2 .3 h 5 6 7 8 9 10 TO'TAL 
EIght Freq. 13 ,30 43 34 59 59 56 30 324 Digit ~ 1.2 16.1 23.9 18.9 )2.8 32.8 31.3 16.1 Lists 
Ten rr.q. 22 39 47 41 45 bh 50 6h 49 38 439 Digit % 12.2 21.1 26.1 28.1 25 24.4 47.8 35.6 27.2 21.1 Lists 
TAl3LE stII 
FREQUENCY A~~D PERcmrrAGE OF MISPLACEMENT ERRORS - LE'l"lER 
SERIAL ORDER 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MAL 
Seven Freq. 12 25 ' 15 38 32 3(> 17 175 Letter ~ Lists 6.7 13.9 8.3 21.1 17.7 1.'.' ·9.4 , 
Ten Freq. 14 27 28 16 25 )0 54 . 43 52 30 3af Letter 
1J,!.stEJ % .7.8 151~.6 8.9 1).9 16.1 .30 29.4 28.9 1.6.1 
" 
TABLE xnn 
FREQUENCY AND P!1tCDTAGE OF !USPLACmm:llT ERRORS - COLOR 
amnI.Ormm 1 
'2 
.3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL 
• 
r4; Freq. '2 10 7 18 16 19 8 80 
iLiata % .3.3 1.6.1 ll.7 30 26.7 31.7 13.3 
I' 
t-, 
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TABLE XIX 
FREQUENCY AND PEP.cENTAGE Oli' nIS1?LACEtm.JT mRORS - • 
GEOMETRICAL FlGmE ~ 
. 
. 
SERIAL onnm 
.1 2 3 4 S 6 7 'MAL 
Fiv. Freq. 1 2 7 $ 1 1.6 Figure 
~ 6.3 Lists 1.7 3.3 11.7 1.7 
Seven Freq. 1 12 6 1$ 12 20 9 77 
l"igure 
% 1.7 20 13.3 25 20 33.3 1$ , Lists 
fAB'L.t XX 
FREQUENCY MID PEFtcmn'AGE OF HISPLACEMEN'r ERRORS ... PIO'.l'URE 
STIaIAL 0RDllIt 1. 2 .3 . b 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
Six Freq. 4 8. 9 8 5 4- 36 
Picture ~ List 6.1 13.3 1$ 13.3 8.3 6.7 
!.tght Freq. 1 11 5" 4 6 9 12 13 61 Picture 
List % , 18.3 18.3 8.3 6.1 10 1$ 20 21.1 
TABL.l.t XXI 
FR'EQUElC! AlID pmCEt~AGE OF REPETITION -mnORS - DIGIT 
• 
SERI,AL OnDER 1 2 3 4 $ 6 7 8 9 10 lroTJI. " 
Eight Freq. 12 21 12 2 4 1 2 3 51 Digit ~ 6 .. 7 11.7 6.1 1.1 2.2 .$6 1.1 1.1 Lists 
Ten rreq. 12 21 16 8 2 1 4 1 1 5 1S Digit 
Lists 't 6 .. 7 11.7 13.' 4.4 1.1 .56 2.2 .56 .S6 2.8 
~ 27. 
TABLE XXII 
4 
FRF,QUENCY AND PETtCENTAGE Of n;PETITION NiR<JRS .. LET'r~~R 
. 
-
ST::RIJ\L OPD:':£? 1 2 .; 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 TOTA 
Se~ren Freq. II 12 1 1 0 4 2 
Letter % 6.1 6.7 Lists .56 3.7 0 2.2 1.1 
Ten Freq .. 14 18 14 9 1 0 1 2 1 1J 64 
Letter % 1.8 10 1.8 5 .56 0 .56 1.1 .56 2.2 Lists 
TABLE XXIII 
FREQUENCY AND PrnCElfl'AGE OF REPETITION mRORS - COLOO2 
S~:RIftL Of'D11'R l 2 .3 h 5 6 7 TOTAL 
Seven Freq. .; 5 0 1 2 1 1 1.3 Color 
'f.. 5 8.) 0 1.7 .3.3 1.7 1.7 List 
TABLE XXIV 
FREQUENCY AND 'PFRCENTAGE OF REPETITION ERRORS -
GEOMETRICAL FIGURE 
SmnL ORDm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOT.aL 
F1',e Fl:'eq. 1 2 1 1 0 5 
Figure % 1.7 3 • .3 1.7 1.7 0 List 
Seven F'req. 1 5 1 1 1 1 0 10 
Figure % 1.7 8.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 0 List 
. 
-,-
2. Score for the list of five colors 1s not presented. efr. note 1. 
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T.A13LE XXV 
4 
FREQ,TmtCY MID P~RCErJTAGF: OF REPETffiDN ERRORS - PIC'rUP.E 
. 
-
: '" . 
!:::'?I.n or:nr:n 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
SiX Freq. h 2 0 1 0 0 7 
picture % ~·r 3.3 0 1.7 0 0 List 
E:ight Freq. 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 .3 10 
Picture 
'X ... 7 10 Q 0 Q 0 0 , List !) 
Tl.BLE XXVI 
FRF.oUEI~CY A~lD PFRCEN"TAGE OF '..LIEN ERRORS - DIOrrJ 
-
SERIAL onnER 1 2 .3 4 S 6 7 8 TOTAL 
Eight Freq. 0 0 1 1 3 1 1 0 5 
Digit % Lists 0 0 0.6 1.7 1.7 0.6 0.6 0 
TABLE XXVII 
FP.EQUENCY A..~'tI pr;~ CENTAGF OF .ALIEN mRms ... LETTI~r 
. 
Sh'RIAL orum 1 2 .3 4 , 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL 
Seven Freq. 0 1 1 3 1 3 2 7 
Letter % 0 .6 • 6 1.7 .6 . 1.1 1.1 Lists 
Ten F'req. " 1 1 L. 5 .3 2 3 1 1 6 21 
Letter % .6 .6 2.2 2.8 1.7 1.1 1.1 .6 .6 3 • .3 Lists 
3. Since "alien" errors cannot possit1y happen in the lists of ten digits, 
they are el1m..1.nated. 
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TABLE XImI 
FR~UENCY .AND PntCENTAGE OF ~LIFJl lWtORS .. COLOR4 ... 
~ 
! I H i\ ; , , ; ; , sc .. . 
--
S:~!!IftL ORDl:iR 1 2 .3 4 S 6 1 TOTAL 
Seven :req:~ 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 
Color % 0 0 0 1.1 0 1.1 0 List 
TABLE XXII 
Ji'REQUDCY AND PERCENTAGE OF ALIEN F.RRCES -~ 
, , , 
SFllIAL <:RDlm 1 2 .3 4 S TarAL 
Five Freq. 0 0 0 1 0 1 Figure % 0 0 0 1.1 0 List. 
-
TABLE xn 
~'DDcY MID pgRCENTAOE OF ALIEI ERRORS .. PlcrtmE 
SERIAL ORIUt 1 2 3 4 S 6 '1 a TOT.AL 
Eight Freq. 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 4 
Picture ~ 0 1.1 0 1.1 1.1 0 0 1.1 Lut 
.. 
4. The l1st of f1ve colors was omit.ted for the reason stated in note 4 
s. Since no alien errors OCtcu:rJ'l8d in the llBt of seven figures and the list 
of five pictures, no reaulw are listed in Tables XXVIn and XXII. 
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TABLE XXXI 
• FRQnmCY MID P::'RamTAOE OF NO PESPONSE nons ... nroIT 
~ 
srnVL ORD'ER 1 2 3 4 S 6 1 e 9 10 r.roTlL 
::: 1.I'Teq. a 1 2 8 27 $1 63 29 181 % 0 .6 1.1 h.4 .35 28.) 3; .16.1 Lists 
Ten P'req. 0 0 2 7 26 6) 108 U8 ?6 S6 t.&S Digit % 0 o· 1.1 3.7 14.4 )5 60 n.1 >,3.) 31.1 Lists 
TABLE mIl 
~CI A1m PERCENTAGE OF NO mSPONSE llBRORS - LETTER 
SERIAL ORDm ,1 2 ) 14 S 6 '1 e 9 10 flO'fAL 
Seven ,Freq. 0 0 1 II 20 21 10 69 Letter -. 
Lists 
'" 
0 0 .6 6.1 ll.1 1$ 5.6 
Ten Preq. 0 2 1 18 U 68 lOS 13S 105 6a S4' Letter % o 1.1 '.1 10 22.2 31.6 SB.3 15 56.3 31.t! _ Lists 
TABLE mIII 
6 
rrtIQUElICY AmI P!RCENTAGE OF NO RESPONSE ERRCM ... COLOR 
, 
., 
S?RIAL OODEn 1 2 .3 14 S 6 1 TOTAL 
Sewn 1req. 0 0 a 4 16 22 12 54 C910r ~ 6.1 26.7 36.1 L18t 0 0 0 20 
.. . 
6. etr. note 1. . 
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TABLE XXXIV 
• 
FREQUENCY .urn PF;nCENTAOE OF NO rffSPONSE ElLttORS .. FIGtTRE 
~ 
-
Sl'.:RIAL ORDER 1 2 .3 4 S 6 7 ~toTAL 
Five Free;.. 0 0 1 6 3 10 
Figure % 0' , 0 1.1' 10 S List 
Seven Freq. 0 0 2 13 28 31 14 94 
Figure ~ 0 0 l.:r 21.7 46.1 61.1 23., List 
TABLE un 
FREQt.JENCY AND prR CENTAGE OF 110 RESPONSE mORS .. PI.c.t'tJRI 
SERIAL ORDER 1 2 3 It J 6 1 6 TOTAL !:> 
Six Freet. 1 1 S 14 16 Picture 
Liet % 1.1 1.7 8.3 23.3 )6.1 
B:1ght Freq. 0 2 13 26 33 h4 46 28 192 
Picture 
~ 43.3 SS 46.1 List 0 3.3 21.7 13-.' 16.1 
TABLE DIVI 
FREQtJENcY ArID PFRCEN'tAOE OF mCORR'f.CT RF8PONSES OF DOTH ~EXES - DIGIT 
• . .. 
SFnIAL ORD!i1l 1 2 
.3 4 ; 6 1 8 9 10 TOTt. 
!i3.g11t M Freq.. 3 12 23 50 51 66 bJ J~ )12 
Digit • 47 6.7 12.8 21.8 )1,3 )6.7 )$ 21.1 Lt.at. , 'l'req. U .10 ."4.'1 ls!j -26:; 32:: ~; to!~ zoz f, 12.2 13 • .3 16.1 
Ten Freq .• 6 9 28 )2 16 77 79 81. 15 48 489 
Mg:1t M % ~.) S 15.6 17.8 2S 42.8 43.9 4$ 42.2 26.7 
t1ats ., rreq" ; 10 J£ ;n 49 79 80 16 1J 39 460 
% 2.6 S.61l.3 17.2 27.2 L.h .9 44.4 42.2 42.2 21.1 
., 
-
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TABLE XXXVII 
• 
FREQUENCY AlID P ltCEUTAGE OF' INCORRECT RESPONSES OF BOTH S~ .. LttTER 
~ 
.... . 
. ljt 
". 
S'~~nL ORDm 1 2 .; h S 6 7 e 9 10 10'l'~1 
Seven M Freq. 2 10 22 
" 
35 '7 22 167 
Letter % 1.1 5.6 12.2 21.7 19.4 20.6 1.2.2 
Lists F Jl'req .. 0 II 23 )4 33 31 12 144 % 0 6.1 12.8 18.9 18.3 17.2 6.7 
'fen }It fNq. 6 8 28 53 83 84 86 as 19 ~9 571 
Letter rJ, 3.3 4.3 15.6 29.4 ·41.4 46.7 47.6 47.2 43.9 32.8 
Lists F Preq. 8 11 21 47 11 81 84 88 81 49 5L1 
't 4.4 6.1 11.4 26.1 39.4 4~ 46.7 46.9 45 27.2 
TABLE XXXVIII 
FREQUENCY AND rmcmrtAGE OF INCORRECT RESP01{SES OF' BtYrH SEXES - COLOR 
SERIAL ORDER 1 2 :; Ii S 6 7 TOTAl 
Seven FreQ.. 3 4 .9 ,If 11 22 17 90 
c M % S 6.1 ,1S 26.3 30 36.1 28.) Color 
, IFreq· .3 1 3 14 14 22 47 61 
tist 
" 
; '1.7 . 5 23.3 23.3 36.7 6.7 
TABLE nxn 
PR}XlU!'NCY AND PERCIUlTAGE OF DlcmRECT ftPSPONSP'..s OF BO'l'H SEXES 
GE~IC.AL FlGU'RE 
-
Sl1tIAL ORDER 1 2 .3 4 5 6 'I TOTAl 
Five 14 Freq. 1 
" 
8· -8 4 24 
Figure ~. " .1 S 13.3 13.3 6.7 L18t Freq. 0 2 1 0 0 ,; F 
,; 0 3.' 1.1 0 0 
Ten Freq. 0 4 9 19 19 22 16 89 M Figure ~ 0 6.1 15 31.1 31.7 )6 .• 7 26.1 
List F 
J'ftq. 3 5 9 15 23 22 13 93 
% S 6.3 l$ 30 ,38.3 16.T 21.7 
)). 
TABLE XL 
.. 
FREQUENCY .urn P:'FCElilTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPONSES OF BOTH SEXES ... PICTURE 
. 
..,.~-
Sf,RIAL onDER 1 2 .3 4 S 6 7 8 roTAL 
Six 'req. 0 2 9 16 12 II 50 M 
'f,' 0 J.J 15 26.7 20 18.) Pioture 
'F rre<t- ~. J. ll.~ . .1.1. J2 '! 39 List ~' 1.7 1.7 18., 20 ll.? 
Eight ~. l' 6' 16 "26 27' 24 24 19 14) H ~, 1.7 10 26.7 h,.) 4S 40 Lo Picture .31.7 
L1at F Freq. ' 1 6' 15 '25 21:> 26 ',26 12 1111 %' 47 10 25 4l.1 46.1 46.7 4).3 20 
" 
TABLE XLI 
FREQUENCY AlI1D PERCENTAGE OF INCOORECT RTiSPONSES QI<' SS 
WITH VARIOUS AGES .. DIGIT 
• iii 
S:::nIAL ornmn 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 !rOTAL 
1) F'req. 0 4 4 15 1, 22 19 .~ 85 
lyre. % 0 2.2 2.2 8.3 6.3 12.2 11.6 3.3 
12 Freq. 1 3 8 15 18 27 24 10 lO6 
JrS. %' .6 1.8 h.4 8.3 10 1; 13.3 5.6 
Eight U Freq. 2, 8 9 19 2,' 22 24 7 116 
Digit JrfI. 
-
•• 1 4.b S 10.6 13.9 12.2 13., 3.7 
L11IJts 10 ~. 1 S 16 22 23 28 21 12 131 )TIl. ~ 
.6 2.6 8.9 12.2 12.8 15.6 15 6.6 
9 noeq. 1 6 13 21 21 25 26 13 126 
yrs. % .6 3.' 7,2 u.h 11.4 lIu) llu4 1.2 
13 ~. 1 l' S ',~ lS 25 )0 31 )0 11 160 
Iyrs. ~ .6 .6 a.8 2.8 8.3 13.9 16,7 1:h 2 16.7 9.4 
12 rreq. 2 4 7 12 20 .33 32 33 31 15 189 
, "..8. '/:. ' " ~.1 2.2 3.7, 6.6 U.l 16.3 17,8 18.3 17.2 8.3 
Ten 11 Freq. 1 ) 8 16 2) 3h 3~2W--;~ 201 Digit )'ra. '" .6 1.1 4.4 8.9 12;8 18.9 1~ .. V"".. ~. IN ,) Lists 10 ~.,. (' 32 ~I C~LA 12~' }83 2 4 9 15 17 29 
1f'8- ~ ~.l 2.2 5 8.) 9.4 16.1 lY.t8 18. J~'1srr"'.6 
9 F:req. 4 7 12 13 19 33 ~Me~ "192 yrs. 'f, ~.2 ).7 6.6 1.2 10.6 18.3 15.6 ~ H __ ",:-" _. 
3h • 
• 
TABLE XLII 
. 
FREQUBNCY AIm P"PCENTAGF OF I~ICffiRECT RESPONSES OF SS 
1,'ITTH VftcRIOHfl ftG}"s - LF.TTFn 
-- -
S"1nn O"'DER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~otal 
-" - -
.. 
" ... -", ..... ".---_ ......... 
--13 Freq. 0 1 6 7 7 10 7 38 
yrs. I:!! 0 .6 3.3 3.7 3.7 5.6 3.7 ,n 
.. - . ... --~ , 
__ ~ __ _._,;oi..._,_~ __ r;_'" 
----,--
12 Freq. 0 h 9 15 19 16 a 71 
yrs. d '0 2~2 5 8.3 10.6 8.9 h.4 /,", 
._--........... ..-.-.".._--
f:even 11 Freq. 0 6 10 15 13 12 8 6h Letter 
Lists yrs. 't 0 3.3 5.6 8.3 7.2 13.3 5 
;0 .... 
- --
i---"-
10 Freq. 2 4 10 13 1~ 11 9 . 67 
yrs. % tL.1 2.2 5.6 7.2 8.3 1).3 S 
-- --9 Freq. 0 6 10 17 16 13 , 67 
yra. % 0 3.3 5.6 9.4 8",9 7.2 2.8 
---
. 
13 Freq. 0 0 4 17 23 28 33 33 35 22 200 yrs. % 0 0 2.2 9.L. 15.6 15.6 18.3 18.3 19.4 12.2 
12 Freq. 1 3 12 26 34 35 35 3:; 29 23 22,3 
yrs. cl 
.6 1.7 6.6 14.4 18.9 19.4 19.h 19.4 16.1 12.8 p 
Ten II I:'req. 1 2 7 20 32 .35 34 .34 .34 18 217 
Letter yrs, <'! 
.6 1.1 3.7 11.1 17.8 19.4 18.9 18.9 18.9 10 l~';I-Lists 
".--"-
10 l'reqii 7 8 17 23 34 34 34 3h 31 23 245 
yrs. 'j., 3.7 4.4 9.4 12.8 18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 i7.2 12.8 
_ .
9 Freq. 2 S 11 21 20 33 35 .34 25 23 211 
yrs. ,,~ 1.1 2.7 6.1 u.t~ 15.6 18 .. 3 19.h 18.9 ll~ • .3 12.2 
-
... 
lS 
• 
~ 
f~.BLB n.m 
FnmQtrr::wCf MIn ?F:;n('~1'A(lf:: OF DlCOJmgcr R!iSPl1tsFS Of' ss 
WTfn V,Mf!Qi:rc AO::S - COLal~ 
• • II I . 
, 
• ~~~ 
_,t! . 
, 
rumIAl, mnm 1 t , h S 6 ., totAL 
1) Freq. 1 ·0 1 , ., b 2 lb 
J,l'S. 1, ~1 0 1.1 ~ S 6.1 ).l 
12 ~ 1 1 3 Ii 1 10 b 30 
"... 1, 
-.1 1.1 S 6.1 11.6 l6.7 6.1 
s..,. 
11 1 2 3 L 10 10 6 )S ~ Color 
• ~? ,., S 6.1 16.'1 16.1 10 
,.... 
Lilt 
10, freq. 1 1 2 11 9 9 6 38 
7N-, ~ ",.7 1.1 )., 18.3 15 15' 10 
" 
J FftIq. 0 0 2 9 6 8 , 3L 
7l"8. ~ 0 0 3.3 lS 10 13.3 1$ 
. ""0 . , 111<_--'''' 
\ 
" 
4 
TJ.J:lLE XLIV 
. 
PRT:Qmmcr AtfO mCEWrAGE OF Dtr.cl'~Eet n1lt!PO!:tSES Of SS 
WITU VftR!O'U~ AOffl .. OFl»ttTRlOAt rrot~ 
I I , 
smm OMlm' 1 .2 :3 4 S (, 1 TOTAL 
1 13 Preq. 0 1 2 2 1 6 
11"8 • 0 1.1 3.3 l.) 1.1 
-11 'ret_ 0 0 1 1 0 2 
J'N- ~ 0 0 1.1 1.1 0 
Fiw U JYeq.' 0 1 .) 2 0 6 ~ Jl"8. 
"" 
0 1.1 S ).3 '0 L1st 
"'''',.., 
10 'DIo... 0 t 2 1 1 6 'Ii~ 
",..- ~ ., )., ,., 1.1 41 
, ~, 1 1 1 f 1 6 
'"'- • 41 1.1 1.1 l.J 1.7 , ; \ 
13 1m-... 0 1 , 7 9 8 6 3L ''''-'' ' 
".. • 0 41 5 11.7 15 1).' 10 
12 iIIt-.. 0 0 1 11 , 1 h 2$ ""'-~ 
~ ~ 0 0 1.1 6.1 15 11.1 ,6.1 
-. 
Sewn U ~ 1 1 3 6 e u 4 32 
Figure ,..... 1t 1.1 1.1 S 10 l3.3 18., 6.1 
List 
10 ~ 1 L 1 9 ., 10 1 1£5 
,... ,. 1.1 6.1 11.1 1S 11.1 16.1 11.7 
9 ~ 1 t , 9 9 10 ., b1 
1'ra. ~ 1.1 ,., S 15 15 16.1 11.1 
n. 
TPB'LE IlA' 
• 
FRF,QUENf'! "tID P'1lCRiTAG1:> Of" rlaJH~gCT ?V,st)(l'iiit:~ cx::" SS ',.,. JJ '" j: . ~ __ '-" : I . , "l ,,' ~y .t ~_b. ~ I. 'f,." W-.' .;j. .. 
~ 
WITH VI,p. IonS AG~'S - PIct'Unt 
I , • • 
, ill II • , I •• 
alii. , . .... . , It; . . I , II 1 I , .0 
smIAL OODl!:R 1 2 , 4 S 6 1 e TOTAL 
13 Fnq. 0 0 , , , 1 12 
,.,... ~ 0 0 S 8., $ 1.1 
12 FNq. 0 1 3 U U h 16 
,...- 11· 0 1.7 $ 6.1 6.1 6.7 
Six 11 ~ 0 0 S 8 6 1 20 
Plctmoe J'N:. ~ 0 0 8.3 13.' 10 1.1 
L1s\ 
10 rn.:a.' 0 0 3 6 t 1.. 11 
,...... $ 0 0 $ 10 6.1 6.1 
, Freq. 0 1· , It T , ft 
J'nh 
" 
0 1 .. 1 S 1 .. 1 11.1 ll • ., 
1) rnq. 0 1 
" 
11 11 5) n h Sh 
nw- <t 0 1.1 11.1 18.3 18.3 15 18.3 6.1 
12 Freet. 0 0 4 8 12 12 , S h8 
,r8. J; 0 0 6.1 13.' 20 20 U.7 a.3 
Eight 11 Freq. 1 1 11 12 11 10 10 > 6? 
Picture 71'8. 
" 
1.1 11.1 It , \}. 20 18.3 16.1 16.1 8., 
L1It 
10 '1""'. 0 2 L ,n 10 10 8 1 ;2 
J'l"I. 1L 0 3.3 6.1 JA.3 l6.7 16.1 13.' 11.1 
-9 FWIq. 1 , ., U 11 11 U 9 6b 
:¥nI- 1, 1.7 S ll.1 18.3 16.3 18.3 16.3 15 
.38 • 
.. 
. 
T1.BLE XLVI 
FR!!XlUI:JJCY AJID P':1:11. cm,TTAGF.; OF I!JOORPJ3:CT RESPONS&'<; OF SS 
WmI DIFFERENT I.Q. - DIGIT 
" 
;:;st?IA1 ronm 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 TOTAL 
Above t>'req. 0 6 13 14 26 32 .31 13 14$ 
Average % 03-.3 1.2 13.' 14.4 11.8 17.2 7.2 
t;ight rreq. 1 4 16 24 37 31 41 20 100 Digit Average % ~6 2.2 8.9 l3.3 20.6 20.6 22.2 ll.l Lists 
Below ~. ,; 1.3 22 42 37 49 4h 22 26~ 
Average :t 1.7 1.2 l2.2 23.' 20.6 21.2 24.4 12.2 
Above Freq. 2 1 7 12 22 49 48 $1 50 28 270 
Average % 1.1 .6 '.7 6.6 12.2 27.2 31.1 28.3 27.8 15.6 
Ten ~. 5 7 14 19 20 51 50 52 L6 24 294 ~t Average % 2.8 3.7 7.8 10.6 11.1 28.3 27.8 28.9 25.6 13.3 Lists 
. 
Below ~. 6 8 11 30 44 53 >4 ,0 tu 22 332 
Average % 3.3 4.4 13.3 16.7 24.4 29.4 30 27.8 22.2 12.2 
I' III I . I ".11. "lIP .fI ~IIIIUM I II I •• •• 
$'fn:r~,I, orr!~ 1 2 , 4 S 6 T '~ItL 
.. 10 .... • .... 
. ' 
! -,.""'" 
, 
• '·111,l1li. 
" 
_!Jove ~ 0 1 2 13 8 14 6 ~ ~vel'Qp 0 1.1 )., 20 l3.3 2l., 10 
,~. ~~~~M.I"'o/i ~ ~ . __ 1:-""". JUIU Ii, Se'ftm ~vw •• 1 1 1 12 6 l' '1 40 Color ~ 1..1 1.1 1..1 to lJ., 11.1 11., LlGt. 
~".MiVIi fNq., 3 t D 10 12 lS e US 
~Wl"a~ ~ g 3., 13.3 l6.1 20 IS 13.1 
~ ~ 1 .., 18 21 $0 S3 55 sa )6b4 
~yg. "~1 3.1 10 1$ 17.6 29.h ,0.6 32.3 31.1 2h.b 
____ .....,.._ ........ ______ ~ lid " i fi Jim, It ___ .... 
TABLE XLIX 
FREQUE!lCY Aim PEnCEliTAGE OF I1TCORPJ!:CT RFSPO;'ISf~ OF as 
lmH DIFFEREl!'i' I.Q. - GEOHl}:TR:tCA1 FIGURE 
• 
TABLE L 
FRB'QUEUCY .urn PERCENTAGE OF INCSRR1~CT RESP0i7SFS 0:' SS 
SERIAL O!"?DS'R 1 2 3 4 > 6 7 .. 8 AL 
Freq. 0 0 3 6 $ 3 16 
;t 0 0 5 10 8.) 3.) 
Six Freq. 0 1 7 11 12 8 39 
Picture Avg. 
d 0 1.7 11.7 18.3 20 13.3 List '" 
Below Freq. 0 1 8 10 9 7 )5 
Avg. % 0 1.7 13.3 16.7 1, 11.7 
A.bove Freq. 1 4 9 16 17 16 16 9 88 
Jlvg. % 7 6.7 1, 26.7 28.2 26.7 26.7 15 
Eight Freq. 0 4 13 113 18 19 1, 9 96 
vg. 
6.7 25 Picture % 0 21.1 30 )0 31.1 15 
L1at Below l"req. 1 4 9 15 18 16 18 11 92 
Avg. % 7 6.1 15 2, 30 26.7 30 18.3 
ltG\1RE· I 
VINCENT CURVES~INCORP.ECT,~MISPLACEMENT, AND' OMISSION ERRORS OF 
ALL SUBJECTS IN ALL LISTS • 
70 r-------------------------~~-----------
60 
50 
40 
~ 
I 30, . 
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I 
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10 
-,INCORRECT RESPONSES 
-: MlSPLACEMRWT ERRORS 
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FIGURE II 
VJNCENT CURVES~REPETITION AND ALlIlEN ERRORS OF ALL SS 
m ALL LISTS 
-: REPETITION ERRORS 
--: ALIIt! ERRORS 
o ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SERIAL POSITIONS 
.. 
FIGURE III 44. 
v:mCFNT CURVES SHmimG THE SEX DIFFERENCES m ERRORi 
50 
-: }1ALE 
45 -: m1ALE 
40 
35 
30 
25 
I 20 
15 
10 
5 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SERIAL POSITIONS 
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FIGURE IV 45. 
VJNCENT ctJ.JrVES SHm'llNG THE AGE DIFFERENCES IN ERRORS~ 
",., .... 
'!. 
20 
-:SS AGED 13 
---:SS AGED 12 
-:SS AGED 11 
---:SS AGED 10 
_:SS AGED 9 
15 
10 
5 
o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SERIAL POSITIONS 
r~ ________________________________ ~~ 
41. 
!be data presented in the preceding tables are elaasilied into 
tour groups: Group A eonsists of t.wnt,-.five tilbles, i.e, from Table II 
to Table XXXVI. This group concerns the errors in general.. Group B 
consists of fift tables, i.e. !rom Table XXXVII to Table XLI, which ooncern 
the data bued on sex differences. OJ'O'UP C also CODS!sta of five tables, 
1.e. from Table XLII to Table ILV!, dealing with the age differences or the 
subjects. Group D consists of ti ... e tables, 1.e, from "able XLVI to Ta'5le L, 
dealing with data baaed. on the intell1gence difference of the subjects. 
A. ~el F:.rrora 
" In Group A the errors at". again clus1t1ed into five categories, 
i. e. 1) Incorrect'responses for all f:l.ft kinds of mater1w, i.e. numbers, 
letters, colors, geometrical 'figures and pictures,7 including tables from 
XII to XVIJ 2) MisPlacemeat errors including tables from XVII to XXI, 
) RepetitiOn errors includ11lg table. from nIl to XXVi 4) "Alien'" 
responses iDeludhg' tables tram XXVI to mI, ,)!lo reGponn errors or 
omissions 1t1clud!ng tables from XlVII to IXlVI. ' 
1) ~et responses, '1'1'ie incorrect l'eeponaes oeeuned JIlOSt 
frequently in the sixth, seventh and fUth position in'the e1ght d1g1.t llsta, 
and in the eeTer1tb, eight, ninth, and 8ixth position in tbt\ ten dlgit Uats. 
'l'he fewest errora occurred in the beg1nn1ng of both liSts and the l1lDJ.ber of 
errors, of the last ,081t1on approx:lmately' equals that ot the third position 
in the eight digit lists. The number of errore of the last pOBi tia:.t ap-
proximately equals that of the fourth and fifth position in the ten digit 
7. The list of five colors are too simple and t.he data are insignificant) 
therefore, they are omitted in the presentation. 
r 
lists. If the lists were divided into four parts, the rank of O!rf:J$r would be 
• 
.fl"om the smallest to the wiest rlU'lIlber or error,,, lL,t..pe-t, 2nd, 4th, and 
~ 8 
3rd, '1'b1s eune is exaetl7 tbe ..... as that cf Katsukulla ,and 8.:J proxiuteq 
Uke that of lUtoheU9 end .w~ .. lO " 
'11se rank o.f inoo'rreot responses in letter l1ats 18 exactly the 
same as the digit tist. This is slightly d1tterent b-om the results co. 
t.a1ood by Hateukuma with nomsease Q1lables. ,'fbis substant1ates the 
op1Dion of the writer, who bolds nonsense syllabi.. for adults and lettars 
tor children have the same or at te_t, approx1mately the same val.ue or 
dU't1cul t,,._ 
In t.h$ u..t 01 seven colors the trend ef elTers is Terry JlUch l1ke 
that of digits end letter. w1th the exception of the fevest errors in the 
seCODd serial position instead ef the first. Bigham also. used colors as 
mater1alin b1$ exper1ment, but did not give specU1c 800.1'$ for colors, 
therefore, ther$ 18 no TiII.'¥ to compare t..tw pr$M!lt data nth his. 
!he cn1i"Ve in the l1at of five geOQletrical.' figures 1ts dUferent 
from that of above mentioned materials, because the largest 1'1U1Iber of errors 
is right in the center Of the lin, 8ee Table IIV,and the lut pesition 
oecup1ea the aeeond place, in the rank o~r as far as the ffN&st eft'Ors are 
oonoe1"!led. rue phenomenon, however, 119 not s1gt:J1f1cant, 'since the d.1tferenee 
between the center position and the fQUrth position 1s onlY'l. In the list 
of seven co.lora the sixth pod. tiOD, the next to the last, has the greatest 
number ef errors, and the first position has tile amallest IlUl'Ilber of elT'Ot'S, 
1Ih1ob is identical with all other l1sts with the exception of the 11jsi&n1-
ricant differences. 
. 
The writer is of the opinion that pictures haw the same value 
or difficulty for chUdnm as disconnected words haw tor adults. This 
is supported by the identical rank order of tbe list of six pictures in 
the present aper1ment (see Table XVI) and that of the lists of the six 
disconnected words in Matsulcumat s exper1Jlent.ll In the rank order the 
list of eight pictures is also dtd·]-r to that ot MatlS'll1culll4t .. dtaconneeted 
worda _til the slight ditfennce of the last poeition. 
Besides ~ exception of the lists of ten digits, regardless of 
the length of the lists, that incorrect responses have a sudd.en 1ncrease of 
trequencyin the fourth serial position and a sudden decrease in the last 
poai:U~ The reasoll for the audden increase of incOl"l"eet reeponeu 18 
that the :f'owth 1'Os1 tiOl'l i$ in the last part of the --%7 epa of the 
subjects; Md· d1:reet1on of attention of the subjects to the flnt part of 
the lists according to their 1ntJ"ospect;to~ The fact that primacy .1s over 
:recency or fina11t7 is very obv1ou.s in the p!'eaent ~t, not only 
because of the I1'Q'IIIber of posi tiona with fever errors 1n the first part of 
the lists is greater than in the last part, but also beoause of t.he mob 
smaller DUIIaber of er.rooZ'S made in the t1rst position than in the last 
position: the ..... rage proportion is about one to.... Tbe finding of 
this experlaent oonoeming the incolTeft responses is ldantical with that 
12 
of MateukUma, 1... the least amoun-t ot errors oeourrec 1n the :f'1rst part of 
•• 
U. Hateukuma, loc. cit. Table X, P. 14. 
12. All t.he Usts, for tbe purpose of convenience are diV1ded into tour parts 
the series, and the greatest amount of errors in the mid-section o~ the 
last part of the lists regardless of the memory materials. The last part 
of the series has fewer errors than the middle part but more than the 
first part. Therefore, there is no d1.fference in the phenomena of serial 
learning between children and college students as far as the incorrect 
responses are coneerned. 
The score of incorrect responses is also in agreement with the 
13 1), 
.find:1.ngs of Brawn,Woodworth, and Poffenberger;out complettJly contrary 
to the reeults of'vleloh and Bunwtt1s exper11llent. In their expe1"'iment 
the most errors occurred in the f'1rst and middle part, and the fewest 
ocClll.'Ted 1.'1 the last part of' the series as Table VI indicates. The 
so. 
reason for the diff'erence may be due to the different methods of presentation 
of the mater1als. In the present experiment the subjects had sufficient 
time to direct their attention to the first part of the lists, While in 
~.[elch and. Bu.mettts exp:.!riment a tachistoscope was used to present the 
materials anti the subjeots could not linger on any part of the lists and 
they tried to visualize the lists which they had read. Since the vividness 
of images depends on recency.. the fewer errors WN made in the last :-:art 
of the lists. 
2) J.f1aplaCflllent errorsl The 'IIisplacement errors in the lists of 
eight digits occurred lIOBt frequently in the sixth serial position, whicl:l. 
is the same as the incorrec't reeporsGs .. and in the eigh'th aerial position 
in the l.1sts of- ten digits, while the most incorrect responses occurred 
in the tirst position and the number of errors is also higher than that 
r • 
13. ctr. p. 1. 
14. Cfr. p. 6. 
of the fuet poei t10n of incorreot responses. The differences area • t..b$ 
1'1\lmber of misplacement errors in the las t posi'tion is much less higher than 
that of the first poei tion and the number of errors in the middle position 
is more than that of the last position. {See Table XVI.' 
The f1nd1ng is very much ditferent h"om the timing of Ma,t.sukuma.15' 
In his exper.l.ment no misplacement error was made in the .t'1rst pon tion in the 
lists ot digits, and the general number of errors 1s proportionate171css 
than in this e.:;per1ment. T'he reason lies in the differant- meanL'lb of misplace-
ment errors .1n the two experl.ments. In the pl'88ent expEriment some of tb.$ 
repetition e'M'QIIS are also counted as misplacement $lTOrs, while in Mat8Ukuma's 
~nt no repetition errors were included in misplacement errors • 
.As Table ror indicates I the skewness of curves of mtsplacement 
errors in lists of ten letters is fairly smooth, although t.be largest amount 
of errorsoocUl"'l"ed in the tb1rd part of the llats divided into four parte, 
the smallest a.'l1OUDt of errors occurred in the first position and the mDber 
of errors in the last pOSition is slightly higher than in the first position 
but lowr than in the middle position. 'the difference between.the number of 
errors in the first and last position, and between the middle and last 
position is oomparatively muoh sm.aller than that of incorrect responses. 
'fb1s phenomena is different fro::! t.."1e results obtained by B1gb.am..16 
In his sliperim.ent the largest amount of errors OCC'l1l'1'ed in the middle of 
the series (the t1tth position) w:Lth an equally small amount of errors in the 
first and the last pes! tion. It is also different from the results of 
15. Matsukuma, 100. oit. p .. 24. 
16. C.f'r. p. 3. 
of Mataukuma, who had the most errol'S in the last position in the llste of 
five nonsense syllables md in the si."tth position in the lists of seven 
~ 
nonsense syllables and no errors in the first position in lists of both 
lengths. 
'l"he curve of misplacement errors in the list of seven colors is 
rather irrego.lar, because the most errore occurred in too sixth position" 
but the next ),argest amaunt of errors occurred in the fourth instead of the 
fifth pOaition and the second fewest errors occurred in the tb1rd position 
instead of the second serial. position. (See Table MIl). The relatively 
larger amount of errore in the secone position (white) is due to its 88So-
ciation with the fifth position (black). Some subjects gave "white" tor 
the titth position inatead of "black". Conseqtumtly, t.b.e:re are more nd.s-
placement e1"'rOl'S for .. white .... which bas a higher associative naliure with 
"black", than "pink" (the third post t.ion), which bas less usociati. ve value. 
In Table m, we find the nQlt misplacement errors in the l:ist of 
five geometrical figures OCCUlTed in the central position wi ttl the least 
errors, (1.e. ! 1) at both ends of the list. It is difterent from all 
other results of all other materials, except for ita aWl.t:ty to results 
of other lists ot shorter length 1n the sense that tbe differences between 
the %l'WIlher of errors of the first and last position in the shorter lists 
are JIIlch sm.aller than in the It,mger lists. The serial. ph_omena of the 
list of seven geometrical figures, d)Wever, reSeltcles the picture of other 
mlsplac$ment errors. 
The data obtained from the list of five pictures presented in 
Table n: are very mUcb like the data in the list of five geotHtrical figures 
53. 
in Table XIX. 'l"he data secured .from the list of Ed.gllt pictures d1~. from 
all other e\Ir'Ve4 of misplacement elTOrs t becauee the largest amount of 
elTOrs 1. found in the last serial position and the third largest amount 
of errors in the second position. (See Table XX) The b1gb score of 
mispla.oement errors in the laat p08i tion is due to more frequent repetition 
since the misplacement errors abo .1nclude repeti Uon errors, (see Table XXI) 
and the relatively high score of _*don errors. (See Table XXIV). The 
high score in the second pos1t1m is due to the greater llU.1'Iber of repetition 
errors. 
If one compares Table XX with MatlJukuma's Table XV, he will 
find completely different pictures. The possible reasons are: children 
and college students difter in learning the prU'W'llably same t}IPe of 
materials, or one list of pictures in the present e~er1ment 1s not as 
accurate as three l1sts of disconnected wol"ds. Perhaps, the presumption 
of the m. ter that pictures for children and disconnected words for adults 
have equal difficulty, is proved wrong. 
~egardless of materials, misplacement errors have the lowest 
frequency in the first pos1 tiOD and the highest frequency in the third part 
of the lists d1 'rifled into four parts (except one list). The last section 
of the first part is relatiftly high and the last section of the last part 
is b~r than the tb:1rd part.· This 1s elea:-ly shown·1n. the Vincent curVe 
in Figure I (the blue l1ne). 
3) Repetit10n errors. 'l'ables XXI and XXII shaw the picture of 
repetition errors obtained from the lists of digits and letters, 1.e. the 
highest frequency occurred in the second position, the second highest 
Sh. 
frequenq in the first position ~th one exception in the eight diglts list. 
The lowest frequency was in the last section Q£ the tdrd part, vi th relative-
1y bigh frequency 1n the last position. Because the subjects renembered 
the first part of the lists best., they o.ften repeated them in the middle 
part of the lists, when they could not recall the correct stimuli for the 
middle part. Consequently the first three serial positions, or the tirst 
part of the lists I have the highest frequency of repetition errors. l-tost 
omission errors occurred in the third part, therefore, this part has the 
least repetition errors. Because the last position was lE'>..amed better 
than the poadtion :in the center of the lists as shown in the results of i,n..I. 
correct responses, it also reappears in other parts of the lists. thend'ore, 
it has a b1gh score of !'9Petit1on errors. Since the last p08ition was not 
learned as well 28 the first f.h1"N positions; the repetition er:rol"S are 
fever in the last position than ::i.n the first part of the lists. 
IJl th~ lists, i.e. lists of geometrical figures and the list 
of five pictures, no repetition errors. occurred. This is 80 because the 
trequeno7 of repet:1 tion eft'Ors in other posi tiona is also considerably low. 
There is a sudden drop in the second position for the short liste and in 
the third post tion tor tb.e long lists, because there is a sudden incrense 
of Old.8aion errore ~ the second or third poe1 tion. 
The present finding is in agreement with Mat.ukuma concerning 
the most .frequent reappearance of stimul:ua dig1 tel and disconnected words 
in the second sm81 poa1t1cm., A,'S~ a.whole the findings of the two experiments 
are in agreemen~~c.re 1s no startl.ing dlrterence between children and 
eollege students concerning the repeUtion errors in SErial learning. 
4) The "alien" errorel Tables XMI and XXX show the lI9st 
"alien" errors in the last section of the tb1rft part and the first seotion 
of the last part, and the least ftall.en~ errors in the first part. The last 
positions have a fw ooeurrenees of "alien" errors. but the soore of the last 
positions is considerably high. The most "alientf errors ~curred in the 
lists of letters and the least errors in the lists of geometrieal .figures. 
'rbere can not be any "aliena errors in the lists of teu digits, beo&.ll.OE) all. 
nine numbers were used. The lists of seven geometrioal .figures and six 
pictures also have no occurrence of "alien" errors. The soore of total. 
:'fJllientf errors is lowest among all t~es of errors. and the differences of 
the ~ amonc the various positions are the least, as F'1gure II showo. 
The W!"i ter' s view is that the Vincent curve 0 f tt alien· errors has hardly 
anY'significance other than the relatively even distribution, because the 
total number of errors is so sma.ll. 
This curve is contrary to the maul t.s of Bigba...-n, who had the 
largest amount of "alien" errors in the first position and the smallest 
amount in the last poaition. The total number of "alientf errors in't<jatsukumal 
experiment is higher than in this tnrperlment. This may be due to the greater 
general knowledge of the adul te. Her. may lie the difference between adul. ts 
and children in the process of serial learning.. . 
,) 50 response or omission errors: not any ftno TeSpOZlse" or 
omisaion errore occurred in tbe .first post tion of all the lists of all the 
materials, except the list of five pictures. '!'be greatest trequenc)" of 
errors occurred in the tb1rd part ·of the lists. The last parts have more 
errors than the second parts. T1lere is a sudden incrosse in the number of 
errors in the fourth· or fifth post tion and a' eradwU decrease in the last 
• 
parts. The first three positions h.a:r,re very fe\V errors. 'I'h1s pioture is 
. 
elearly ~ b7. the Vincent curve in Figure XLIX. 
"aaed on the total data of all material, the Vincent curve of 
"incorrect responses"IF1gure I was made. 'rl'ls majority ot errc:re of all kinds 
occurred in the positions from six to nine with the highest score in the 
eighth position. TOO last. position and the rou~'l position have an e'ren 
height. The £1rst three positions have the lowest SllOreJ It is· obvious 
that the effect· of primacy is stronger than. that of recency or finality. 
The curve of the other tb:ree kinds of errors, i.e. misplacment, 
no :response, and Millen'! have a general shape reserrbltng the curve of in-
correct responses. 'l'be skewness of the curve of no response errors is 
mostly responsible for the formations of the cu:rve of incorrect respon;e 
errors. The 'Tincent curve of repetition errors (Figure II) is different 
from and contrary to all other Vincent curves because of the reasons 
already explained. 
the total mlmt·er. of elTOrs made by all subjects in all materials 
is 3,388. !be total omission errors made by ,all subjects is 1,186 or 49.5% 
of the total e1"l"Orlh The total .number of misplacement errors occupi(';s 
the next bigb",t score, i.e. 1,539 or 41.7/; of.the total Il'IJDJber of' errors. 
The total of repetition errors is only 278 or 1.5;r. of the total mu: "alien" 
errors of the eeored lists are 41 or 1.1% of the total. OVeJt,o.t of the 
errors were OOBdtted by no response or miSplacement., '!'he rank order 
according ~ the nu1Ilber of' errors of each type ,is as follows. 1) no response 
or omiSSion, 2) misplacement, 3) repetition, and 4) "alien". 
Tbie rank 'Order completely agrees nth that of Digbam.17I\owever, 
he did net score any repetition errors. The largest amount of errore for 1'1'0 
. 
response or c::'liseion show in this experiment is also found in M:ttcheU's 
18 
e:xper1ment. 
According to the differences of materials the rank order is: 
Digits have the largest nmnber of errors and occupy the first rank order 
with 1,523 or 42% of the total number of alTars. Next comes Letters, 
wi tIl· lj42,3 errors or 4Clt. Pictures have 373 errors or a 11 ttle over l~ 
and are third in rank. Six percent or 219 eXTOl'S for geometrical fitures 
end 150 errors or L% for colors are the fourth and fifth post tiona· 
respect! vel:y. 
Foucault's finding, i.e. "the number of errors .. forgotten 
first and last items are proportionate to the length of the lists,n19 
is also found in the present expc:dment. However, there is an important 
difference between tbe results of tb€:'se two e::;per.i.trlents. In his experiment 
the first items were forgotten more frequently than the last items, lnt11e 
the present experiment has opposite results, i.e. the first items wore 
forgotten only once regardless of the length of the lists and types of 
materlals, wtd1e the last iteii'lS lro:re forgotten frequently. even more 
frequently than t.he ldddle items. 
The sUbjeots were selected from both sexes in order to study 
the sex differences in serial learning. }[atsukt.mul made some attempt to 
17. err. P .. 3. 
18. err. p. 5. 
19. Cir. P. 1. 
analyze the sex differences, but no detailed score was kept separately for 
both sexes. In the present study, however, all classifications of errors 
made for ,. general errors" were also made for both sexes to show the ill-
ferences in learning of all five kinds of materials and in making all five 
kinds of errors. However, only the incorrect responses for both sexes are 
presented in this chapter and the data for other types of errors will be 
quoted in references. 
Tables XXXVI and XL show the curves for both sexes in ,ul materials 
very much alike and there is no apparent difference. The Vincent curves of al: 
materials for both sexes in Figure In are almost exactly like the Vincent 
curve in Figure I for general errors. The main difference between male and 
female subjects is found in the number of errors. In all materials of both 
long and short lists, male subjects made more errors than the females. In 
the list of eight digits errors for males were 312, and for females 262. 
The difference is 50. For the ten dig! ts list errors for males were 489 and 
for females 460, a difference of 29. The total DUmber of errors for the 
lists of digits were 1,$231 SOl or 52.9% for male SS, and 722 or 47.43$ for 
female SS, with a difference of 79 or 5.18%. The total errors in lists of 
letters are 738 or 51.86% errors for male and 685 or 48.14% for female with a 
difference of $3 or 3.72%. The differences for digits and letters are 
rather small because, presumably, both sexes have approximately equal 
ability and interest in the two kinds of materials. The male subjects made 90 
errors or 59.6% of the total number of errors in the list of seven colors whil 
the female subjects made only 61 errors or 40~:4t of the total number of errors 
thus showing a difference of 29 or 19.2%. The considerable difference maT 
un 
be due to subjectiveAeasine8', because, aocording to introspection, twentT 
girls and eighteen boys said t, "at colors are the easiest material and again 
• 
eight girls and four boys ciassified colors as the second easiest material • 
. 
The total number of generaJ. errors or incorrect responses is 
1,935 or 52,.46% for male subjects, and 1,753 or 47.53% for female subjects. 
The difference is 182 or 4.93%. The Vincent curves in Figure III show, the 
general difference between the two sexes.. The male subjects made more 
errors in all except the first and the second positions, but the dii'fe:r-ences 
in the first two positions are very little, The differences are greater 
in the central serial positions than in the first and last positions. In 
ot.ber words, both male and female subjects made about the same amount of' 
errors in the first and, the last part of the series, but the male subj:"lei:~ 
committed relatively more errors in the mid-section of the series than the 
female. 
Reasons for the differences between the two sexes according to the 
writer, are that girls are better motivated, have a greater interest, and 
pay more attention to learning. During tests they made greater effort in 
recalling the listed i tams and as a result, committed .fewer errors. 
The tact that the male subjects make more errors than the ftmale 
subjects may be due to their lower intelligence quotient. The mean in-
telligence quotient for the male subjects is 101.5 and for the female 
subjects, 1(6.) 
c. Age Difference 
'l'bere are only minor differences as Tables XLI to XLVI show, in 
each position of the lists for different ages of the subjects. The 'general 
pattern of errors made in each position by the subjects of different 
60-
ages also follow the serial pattern of the "general incorrect e1'TON. tf Th18 
is cleerly seen in Figure IV. P,ased on these .tables, five Vincent curves 
vere made for £iTe groups of subjects at .five d1.ff'erent ages, The leut 
errors committed by all five groups of subjects with different ages were 
ln the first serial position, the most errors in the eighth position, 
except for the subjects aged nine and ten, and the number of errors in 
the last poei tion approximate17 equaled that in the fourth. These curves 
are very much like the Vincent curve for general. incorrect errors in Figure I. 
It 18 obv1cus ths.t regardless cf age (at least among ohildren) the general 
serial patterns are the same. Nevertheless, although the differences are 
reJ.&tlvely small,each age group should and will be considered immediately II 
T'he Vincent curve for subjects of thirteen years has in the first 
posl tion only 0.1 errors which is the lowest among all the curves and the 
most elTGrS in the seventh and the eigb.th posi tiona. There is a plateau 
between these two pori tiona. and the only sudden drop occurred in the last 
position., OVer 50;( of the errors occurred in the seventh, eighth and 
ninth position or in the last section of the tb1rd part and the first 
section of the last part of the curve. The amount of errors in the last 
pOSition equals tb.o.t between the foUrth and the fitth position. Primacy 
ranks above finali t,.. 
The Vincent C'W."'Ve for the subjects of twelve years of age is the 
smoothest of all and resembles' the Vincent curve for general incorreot 
errors most. The mean number of errors in the first posi tiOD is 0.6 which 
is 0.5 Bra than the curve for the subjects of thirteen years of &gF! in 
the 8eme position, 9.1 for the last position, which is 1.4 FlOre then for 
20 
Group A, and seventeen, the highest in the curve is in the eighth.po$:1tton. 
The curve for Group B 1s higher than that for oroup A in all positia:s 
except the ninth. There is no plateau in this curve. 
From the first to the fifth position the Vincent curve for Group 
C follows the pattern of the two previOUS groups. In the sixth post tion the 
subjects of this age group mooe the most errors. This is a pecul1ar phenomena 
among the cu.rws I because all. other curves ha;\r'l! the largest amount of cr.rors 
1n the eighth position. This is the most significant deviation from the 
"general" curve. Tlle explanation far we peealiar1ty is not found in the 
esper1aent. Another phenomenon in this curve is that it has tbe least 
errors in the last position among all the last positions. 
The peouJ.iarity in the Vincent curve for the Subjects of ten 
years of age or Group D is seen in the second position, in the sense that 
1 t dev:t.ates most in this pos1 t10n £ro;>l the general CUl'VEh, Other than this 
no other peculiarities appear in this curve. 
From the fil""st to the sixth position the Vincent curve for the 
subjects of nine ;years or Group E follows the general pattern. But in 
the seventh position, instead of goi..'1g up like the others, the curve comes 
down, though onl7 for 0.4, and goes up in the e1ghtb. position" which is the 
bighest among all. the curves. Moreover, unlike the othat- curves this curve 
from the .first to the fifth position runs below the curve of the previous 
group instead of running abo...... it. 
20. For the purpose of eonvel3ience, the subjects of thirteen years of age 
are deSignated as Group At twelve year old subjects as Group B, eleven 
",ar old subjects as Group C, ten year old subjects as Group D and the 
nine year old subjects as Group E. 
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'lbe Vincent Curves :in }I"igure IV giTes evidence for the fact that 
'. the older children made less errors :in serial learning. 1.be total number of 
errore made by the subjects of each age group tor all materials is shown in 
the following table. 
TABLE L1 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EEIWRS HADE BY SUBJ ISCTS OF ALL AGE 
GROUPS ~'OH. ALL MATEnIALS 
. . 
Ace 13 12 11 i, 9 
" 
No. of Errors 603 710 759 790 169 
% 16.4 19 • .3 20.6 21.4 20.8 
RANK 1 2 3 5 4 
A greater number ot errore were made by the younger subjects 
thp by the older ones, except in the case ot the nine year old 8ujbects 
who made lU8 errors than the ten year old $ubjects, perhaps, because 
of their higher I. Q. llevertheles$. the I. Q. i8 not the onl:r determining 
f'actor in learning. They are ranked tourth according to the number 
of errors ma.de (tram amall to large), although the I. Q. is ranked 
first (from higher to lower). The older childrtm., :in spite ot their 
lower I.Q. ta r~ leas errors, in the writer's opinion because the:r possess a 
better general knowledge, better reading abilitY', a better method. ot 
learning, a better acquaintance with the material." and alao more auo-
ciatiOll8 to items. From the following rank orders one can see the 
AGE Of SS 
ltl\NK OF 
M!::Jt!~ I.J~. 
HAlf!( Or NO. 
OF mlW~~ 
T.ABk~ LII 21 
ruNK t»1DfmS OF lomAN I. Q. .Afm TOTAL "fIORDS 01~ ERRORS 
F~ ALL AO~ GROUPS 
13 12 U 10 
:3 4 
1 :2 3 
9 
1 
4 
!'he cor.relation obtained fro'" t:.he rank orden of ages fret' older 
to Youaser, m'ld the number of errors freTt: the smallest to the largest, 1s 
0.70 Wb1ch U tdgnif1omt;.· The elder eh1ldJ'en lll&de les8 e!'rOn. 
According to 1.Q. the sixty subjeots wre divided into t.bree 
groups, and fJach group included twenty subjects. In Ol"OUp A, the subjects' 
average I.Q. wu lU, in Group B, it wu 103." and in Q~!'P C it was 68.6. 
'!'he mem I.Cl. of Group It. 18 higher than that 01' Group B by 13 %, and higher 
than that of Group C by 25. %. The M_ I.Q. of the aubjeoUl i;:'l Group 'R is 
higber than that of GJ'OUP C by 14. 5~ • 
• r .. 
21. The mean I.O. is being ranked from higher to lower and tM number of 
$J"J"OX"tI tro~ small.er to larger. 
• 
The data obtained according to tbe I.o.. of tbe tb:ree ptOUp_ are 
presented in TablMa from XLVI to LI, and the Vinoent curves for each group 
ant in nfll11"8 V. 131 exed.n:1.ng the three 0UI"'I88 one f:1.nds 'Ve'l7 11 ttla 
ditterenee among them in the tiNt, ninth, and tenth serial post tiona. 
'the height of all t.bree OUJ'11eS in the lut poeition a~ately .quell 
the be1&bt between 'fWrlh and titth p:')Sitlone. n. largest saount ot 
errore tor GJ!OU.P 13 and C occurred in the eighth poa1t1on but for our 
Ol'OQp 1 in the ninth p08ition. For GJ"OUpa A and B, the large a.ount ot 
erT01"8' cecU1":reU in tbe sixth, but forOroup 0, in the ruth poe1t1on. 
'1'be section, where the lars. UlOUllt of eft"ON occurred 1a longer in 
0I'0Qp e than in Groups A and B, wh1ch ha .... Nlat1vel7 higher I.el. 
The to~ amount of errors co~~tted b7 OIwp A 18 1036, or 26.2% 
of tb$ total m:&IIber of eft'Ol"S made by all group.) by Group 13, 111S or )O.~J 
aDd b7' Group 0, 1359 or )6.8J£. Group A made IN. errors than Group 13 by 
2.6%, and las. than Group C by 8.6%. Group B IIIade le .......... tbIn Group C 
b)"~. That subjeots with higher I.Q.·8 made len errors. 
It 18 o'bv!oua that I.Q.. makes dittmoenoes concera1ng the skew ot 
the etn"'Yes and the CIOUDt of et'l"Oft1 in serial 1eaminlRJ and when all the 
taaka are gJ'Wped toptb.er, the mean maoor of errors per penon in 
Group A (Sl.9) is 81p1t1eama.y le •• thaD that ot Oronp B (sa.?) ftd'also 
~~ that of Group C, (67.9). 
CIIAP'1'ER V 
PRESE'trfATION ArID DITERPEETATIVE DISCUSSION 
OF QUA1!TATn1E D.I\TA 
The Vincent Curve of the total amount of incorrect errors made 
by all subjects and the Vincent Curves of sex, age, and intelligence 
differenees clearly indicate the existence of primacy and recency in 
serial learning" and that primacy is definitely stronger than recency. 
To a great extent the curves of the present experiment resemble the 
. 1 
eu:rv8S published by liard for lists of twel.w nonsense ayllables, the 
compost te curves of Hovland f(J1! lists of nonsense Jyllablee learned by 
massed and distributed method, 2 curves of Leplay,;3 Bigbata,4 and Matsu ... 
kuma5 in the sense .that the least errors oceurred in the first position 
or the first part, of the series I the largest amount of errors in the third 
part, and the amount ot errors in the last position apprOJd.lla'tely equals 
that of the seeonq part. 
As it has been discussed in Chapter I, tb.ere is no unified 
opinion acceptable to all Pf17Ohologists concerning the eondi tions .which 
cause the pbent?mena of primacy and recency or f'1nal1 t7 in serial learning • 
• 
Hull claimed that primacy and recency are due to ttremote exe1 tatory. ten-
dencieS. It Woodworth and. Poffenberger postulated the theory of proactive and 
retroact1 va inhibition. 
HOWEmI'fr ~ the present experiment does not con.f'im the hypothesis of 
Hull, and Woodworth and Poffenberger I because all the 101,;g lists end the majoll 
it,. of' the shortlists have the greatest 8lI1O'Ilnt of errors in tbe third part 
instead of in the last section of the second part ~ the first section of 
the thi:rd part. '1'he writer, however. does not doubt that there are proactive 
and ·J.'I8\1ooactive ·inh1b1tions in serial learning. 
The present experiment, however, tends to cont1rm the theor;y of 
Welch and Bu.mett, who maintain that rehearsal is the cause of prbaq and 
finalitY', because from the introspection of the subjects 47 or 78.33% had 
rehear.al, /l'md only 13 or 21.27% bad no rehearsal. Ont of these 47 subjects 
41 or 68.33% bad reh$a.rsal. in reading of the :materials, 29 or 48 • .33% in 
recitation, and 21 or 35~ in both reading and recitation. 
As it has been mentioned before, Brow and Robinson opposed the 
rehearsal theory because they cla:l.med that the subjects would not hs.v$ 
time for rehearsal Since the materials were presented in a fairly high 
speed, but this could not be verU'ied in their experiments. In the present 
exper1ment, however" the experi.aenter carefully recorded the subjects' 
:1ntrospection, which seems to substantiate the rehearsal theory. Matsukumats 
findings are also in ag:reeaent to a certain extent, because eleven out of 
rut,- sub3eets in b1a experiment reported. rehearsal in reading or recitation. 
fJa.e "controlled recall" held by Brown, i.e. the first item reminds 
the sub~eet to'recall the following one, might be one, but certainly not the 
only factor for the pr:lmace effect, otherwise the primacy would not "'ve been 
found in Welch and Burnett.s experiment, when the uncontrolled method was 
employed" In the present experiment only one subject reported that she 
tried to think of one item to recall the following items. 
The opinion held by Krueger and Matsukuma that the primacy effect 
is due to the direction of attention (see pp. 3-4) 18 supported by the 
findings of the present exper1Jaent... The iJ::lt.rospection of the subjects 
in tb1a e:xper1unt revealed that out of sixty subjects .39 or 6S~ paid more 
attention to the f'i:'st part Gf the lists, 7 or ll.l% to the middle part, 
U or 18.)1, to the last part, and .3 or S~ paid undistributed attention to 
the whole list. If 'We compare this with the Vincent Curve for general 
errors in Figure I, w shall see the relationship between the amount of 
attention and the number of errors made in that part of the lists. 
The greatest amount of attention was given to the first part, 
therefore, the smallest aaunt of errors was co:ra..."1itted in the first part. 
More subjects paid particular attention to the last part than to the middle 
pa.rt, therefore, less errors were made in the last part than in the middle 
part. The least amount of a.ttention was paid to the third part, if the list 
is divided into f~ parts, or the part between the middle and the last, it 
the list is divided into three parts, therefore, the largest amount of 
errors was committed in that part. 
In short, the present experiment revealed that primacy is stronger 
than recency or finality. And the main conditions which cause primaoy and 
recenoy, seem to be rehearsal and direotion of attention. 
08;-
There are other qu..":Il1tat.1ve data secured from the introspection of 
the subjects, but they were not, although they·coulC! be .. analy1Sed in terms 
of function of serial learning. Since they appeared in serial. learning, 
they will he presented to benefit further study. 
In reading the lists, .35 or 58 • .33% of the subjects adopted the 
grouping method .. 29 or 48.33% took a glance at the whole l1st before starting 
to read it, 17 or 28.33% tried to aasocit\te the items with other objects 
which were not in the lists, and 10 or 16.7% tried to associate the items 
wi thin a list. Th1rty.one or 61.7% had images stmilar to the 1. tams in the 
lists appearing in their mind du.r1ng learning. The eolor preferences are: 
21 for red, 19 for blue, 1 tor green, 5 for yellow, 5 for pink, and .3 tor 
blaek. Data on the subjective difficulty of the materials were also secured. 
It is the wi tar's belief that if all the quanti tat! ve sud 
qual1tati ve data were anaJ..:vzed" the shape of the curve in serial learning 
Would be better understo:>d. 
CHAPTER VI 
The put'pOH of t..be experlMnt is to study the nature of errors 
made by ahUdren in serial leaming, how they dUfer from adults, Tlbat 
dll'tel"8llOes sex, age, arid I.Q. make, anti tba eontronrsial issue about 
primaey and recency or tinal1 t7 1n serial leamine. 
The subjeots wra s1xt1 ohUdren, thirty from each sex, "l~~t6d 
trom tift crade8 aged 13, 12, 11, 10, Ihd. 9, and divided into tl:ne groupo 
according to the 1.Q.' st the mean 1.0,.01' Group A vu above average, the 
_an I.f,}. of Group vas B."ntrat,1t, and the me_ I.Q. of Group C vu below average 
The fI'laterlals used were verhal and non-verbal. '.ftle wrbal. materials 
included lists of dlg1ta ane letters. The noD-verbal materials oonsisted 
of col .. , seometrioal figures and ploturee. 
!be method employed tor the expel"1llent was "controlled".. Each 
tnd1rlchlal. 8\1bjHt '48 presented with one l1st printed or pasted on a card. 
Ata given \1me, be or she was required to read the 110t onee vltb ord1r,.ar;r 
talking voiCft and tbeD to recite the list in t.be original order to the 
e"PeriMnwr 1aedlately, who, in t,am;, recorded all the scores. '1'be errore 
I 
we" olualfied into tS: .. catAaol"ie.. (1) incorrect reeponse, (2) muplac .. 
amt fl'l"ON, (3) repet1t.1on 8l"l"Ors, (1.~) "alieno responses and (5) -no 
Napon_" or Old_ion 8Wont. CUal1taUw datawre secured from the 
""'1"8 to tbe questions put to the subjects. 
I 
The quantitative and qualitative data revealed the foUoying 
findings, 
1. Regardless of materials, the general1neorreet errors 
occurred most frequently in the last section of the middle part of the 
lists, and the first seotion of the l88t part) they occurred least f.'re-
Q,Utmtly in the first parl.J and the number of errors in the last and the 
middle part vas approximately equaJ.:bed. 
2. "No responseft,or om1ssion errors wre second infrequency, 
misplacement errors occurred so:mevhat less frequently than do omission 
errors. 'Repetition errors occurred much less frequent1¥ than misplace-
ment errors and the frequency of ttalienfl respol'lSeS is the lowest of all. 
3. More enors were committed in lists of digits and letters 
t.b.m pictures, geometrical tigu.t'$S; and colors. 
4.»0 great d1f'ference vas found between lQle and female 
subjects as far as the shape of the ourve in serial lea.rning is concerned .. 
but the total mabel' of errore made by males 1s higher than, for females. 
S. In re.gard to the skew of the 10aming curve; ages showed 
no important difference, but the ~er children made more errors than 
the older ones ,ucept in one case. 
6. Wlerent I.Q. does not substant1.ally dif'ferentiate the 
learning curve, the level of .I.Q., however, correlates negativel7 with 
the frequency of errors. 
7. The quantitative data :revealed that both primaey and finality 
do exist and that primaey 18 stronger than finall ty. 
8. The introspection of the subjects revealed tha.t rehearsal 
and direction of attention are the main factors determining priucy 
and finality, and that primae;.r is stronger than f.inal1 t,. due to the fact 
that rehearsal ad direct10n of attent.1.on made by tb.e subject is more 
rrequen~ concentrated on the first part than on the last part of the 
lists. 
9. By e~ar1ng the present findings with those of Matsulruma, 
no great difference was foundS in other words, there is no apparent dif. 
ference between children and adults in serial learning as tar as the errors 
are concem.ed except in case of the mmbC" of'lla11entlel"'Z"OrS .. 
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